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INTEGRATED URBAN TRANSPORTATION - A MAJOR
CHALLENGE FOR TP.ANSPORTATIOU ENGINEERS
BY

l

Vukan R. Vuchic • Ph.D.
ABSTRACT
Pedestrians, private automobile, public transpor
tation and other modes dre components of a total urban
transportation system. However, for historical reasons
and because of major differences in their physical,
operational and cost characteristics, different modes
are being planned and ooerated by different organiza
tions or public agencies.
Coordination among these organizations fs seldom
1dequate. Highway and street departments tend to con
sider the automobile as their main "client"; transit a
gency and its passengers are still sometimes considered
1s a separate system, while pedestrian travel is often
si11ply "allowed to adjust itself" to the conditions
dictated by auto traffic and various other constraints.
Although some improvements have bee� made in re
cent years through founding of metropolitan planning
agencies and transportation departments, most cities
are still far from having integrated transportation sy
stems which would provide high quality travel at mode
rate cost and with low negative side effects.
Inadequate coordination, and often direct competi
tion among agencies in charge of different modes are a
�ajor reason of the serious problems in urban transpor
tation. Complexities of modern cities require a much
more careful planning and coordination of all transpor
tation modes than is presently the case. The need for
such improvements continues to increase with the energy
crfsfs, require�ents for Improved urban environment and
the economic and social problems of our cities. Ur
banized civilizations cannot proqress if their cities
are deteriorating.

Coordination of different modes should be based on
the fact that the basic unit in transportation is not
a vehicle, but a person. Recognition of this fact will
lead to much greater applications of priorities for
public transportation. While the automobile will con
tinue to dominate many categories of urban travel, a
substantial portion of present auto use should be
shifted to public tninsportation to achieve benefits of
decreased total cost of urban travel, lower neqative
impact of transportation, improved reliability of auto
travel (less congestion) and reduced energy consumption.
Since no significant construction of urban free
ways is expected in the foreseeable future, auto travel
must be improved by makinq more efficient use of exis
ting facilities. Modern traffic engineering de�ign and
regulatory measures, often neglected during the period
of extensive freeway construction, hold a considerable
potential. Full control of parking supply and rates
can contribute to prevention of excessive congestion
during peak hours. It can be effectively used as a
disincentive to auto use for certain trip categories.
Improved pedestrian facilities are also an important
component of an efficient transportation system. These
improvements depend, however, on a better balance be
tween expenditures for private and public components of
transportation systems than is the case now. The pre
sent situation, where many individuals pay thousands of
dollars for luxurious vehicles while many states and
cities have no funds for modernization or maintenance
of streets Is a paradox which must be corrected.
The changing trends represent a challP.nge and a �a
jor opportunity for us transportation engineers. Our
role should become broader and more important for ci
ties than it has been up to now. But we will assume
that role and utilize its opportunities only if wt
broaden our views from the private automobile and high
way only, to the entire transportation system. Ch1nge
of our title is not sufficient: broadening of techni
cal knowledge systems are needed. Our steps in that
direction have often been reluctant so far. Unless we
accelerate them, �e will miss this challenge to respond
to the urgent need for improvement of our cities.

Transportation, including all modes, should be
treated as a single activity which must be closely co
ordinated with urban form and land use. A careful ba
lance must be achieved beti..een functional requirements
(performance and economics) of transportation systems,
1ffecting directly its users, and urban environment,
concerning all population (users and non-users).
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